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1. Leah opened her talk by talking about “polar bearing” – jumping into a body of water in 
the wintertime. This leads to a couple of questions; #1 have you ever done this – if so, 
share the experience. #2 if you haven’t would you ever do this? Why or why not? 
 

2. Read John 15:1-5.  
Leah said, “we should stay connected to God because he is the true vine”. What does 
this mean to you?  
 

3. If Jesus is the true vine, that means, by definition false vines exist (Leah defined a false 
vine as something do you connect to for temporary relief). Share some examples of false 
vines. 
 

4. Compare a polar bear plunge to a hot tub experience. One is a quick “in and out” while 
the other is a lingering experience that relaxes and refreshes. Consider the two 
experiences, “the in and out” polar bear plunge and the “not in a hurry” hot tub.  Which 
one best describes your current approach to God? 

 
5. Leah said, “there is nothing more important than staying connected to God”. When we 

are connected to him, we experience peace, hope, and joy. When we have not 
connected him, we step into striving or getting by on our own strength. How close are 
you feeling to God during this season? 

 
6. Leah shared ways to stay connected to Jesus; such as “inviting Jesus into our daily 

routine, intentionally listening to/for God’s voice, and asking God what he is doing”. Of 
the three, which comes more naturally to you? Which one is the most difficult for you? 
What steps can you take to improve the one that is most difficult for you? 

 
7. Describe a time when you've felt God pruning an area of your life. Share what happened 

and the results.  
 

8. Read John 15:2  
In the message, Leah said, “we should stay connected to God because He will prune us”. 
She went on to compare horticultural pruning to God's pruning. “God's pruning benefits 
us because it removes dead things from our lives, shapes us, sustains us, and increases 
our fruitfulness.” Which of these benefits do you most desire right now? Explain. 
 

9. What one area in your life you should let God work on pruning now? 


